Andre Norton Award Nominees for Outstanding YA Speculative Fiction
*The Art of Starving/Sam J. Miller
*Exo/Fonda Lee
*Want/Cindy Pon
Weave a Circle Round/Kari Maaren

Booklist Top of the List
Blood, Water, Paint/Joy McCullough

Boston Globe-Horn Book Awards
*The Poet X/Elizabeth Acevedo

Edgar (Allen Poe) Award (Mystery)
*The Cruelty/Scott Bergstrom
*Grit/Gillian French
The Hate U Give/Angie Thomas
*The Impossible Fortress/Jason Rekulak
Long Way Down/Jason Reynolds

Eisner Award (Comic Books/Graphic Novels)
*Monstress/Marjorie Liu

Hugo Award (Science Fiction)
*Akata Warrior/Nnedi Okorafor

Indies Choice Book Awards
Long Way Down/Jason Reynolds
*When Dimple Met Rishi/Sandhya Menon

National Book Award (2016)
*Poet X/Elizabeth Acevedo

Ohio Buckeye Teen Award Nominees
The Hate U Give/Angie Thomas (W)
The Immortal Throne (Into the Dark #3)/Bree Despain
Nyxia/Scott Reintgen
This Is Where It Ends/Marieke Nijkamp
Warcross/Marie Lu

Ohio Buckeye 6-8 Book Award Nominees
Love & Gelato by Jenna Evans Welch
Orphan Island by Laurel Snyder

Refugee by Alan Gratz (W)
Scar Island by Dan Gemeinhart
Scythe by Neal Shusterman

Printz Award
* We Are Okay/Nina LaCour (W)
The Hate U Give/Angie Thomas (honor)
Long Way Down/Jason Reynolds (honor)
Strange the Dreamer/Laini Taylor (honor)
*Vincent & Theo: The Van Gogh Brothers/Deborah Heiligman (honor)

RITA Award (Romance)
*Seize the Day/Pintip Dunn

Teen Choice Book Award
Because You Love to Hate Me/Amerie
Caraval/Stephanie Garber
The Hate U Give/Angie Thomas (W)
Long Way Down/Jason Reynolds
Turtles All the Way Down/John Green

ALA Top Ten Teen
Caraval/Stephanie Garber
*I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter/Erika L. Sánchez
Long Way Down/Jason Reynolds
Once and For All/Sarah Dessen
One of Us is Lying/Karen M. McManus
*Paper Hearts/Ali Novak
Strange the Dreamer/Laini Taylor
Turtles All the Way Down/John Green
Warcross/Marie Lu
Wonder Woman: Warbringer/Leigh Bardugo

Best Fiction for Young Adults (YALSA)
*Alex, Approximately/Jenn Bennett
*Allegedly/Tiffany D. Jackson
All Rights Reserved/Gregory Scott Katsoulis
*American Street/Ibi Zoboi
*The Arsonist/Stephanie Oates
*Bad Romance/Heather Demetrios
*Bang/Barry Lyga
*Beast/Brie Spangler
*The Book of Dust: La Belle Sauvage/Philip Pullman
Bull/David Elliot
*Calling My Name/Liara Tamami

City of Saints & Thieves/Natalie C. Anderson
*The Closet I’ve Come/Fred Aceves
Crossing Ebenezer Creek/Tonya Bolden Dear
Martin/Nic Stone
Defy the Stars/Claudia Grey
*Devils Within/S. F. Henson
The Diabolic/S. J. Kincaid
*Disappeared/Francisco Stork
*Dress Codes for Small Towns/Courtney Stevens
Everything Beautiful Is Not Ruined/Danielle Young-Ulman
*Eliza and Her Monsters/Francesca Zappia
*Exo/Fonda Lee
*A Face Like Glass/Frances Hardinge
*Far From the Tree/Robin Benway
*The Fashion Committee: A Novel of Art, Crime, & Applied Design/Susan Juby
*Flying Lessons & Other Stories/Ellen Oh (Editor)
Frogkisser!/Garth Nix
The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue/Mackenzie Lee
*Goodbye Days/Jeff Zentner
The Hate U Give/Angie Thomas (honor)
*How to Disappear/Shaun Hupe Roat
*How to Make a Wish/Ashley Blake
*I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter/Erika L. Sánchez
*The Inexplicable Logic of My Life/Benjamin Alire Saenz
Invictus/Ryan Graudin
*It’s Not Like It’s a Secret/Misha Sugiura
*Jane, Unlimited/Kristin Cashore
*Landscape with Invisible Hand/M. T. Anderson
*The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales & Dangerous Magic/Leigh Bardugo
Letters to the Lost/Brigid Kemmerer
The Librarian of Auschwitz/Antonio Iturbe
*Little & Lion/Brandy Colbert
Long Way Down/Jason Reynolds
*The Marrow Thieves/Cherie Dimaline
Midnight at the Electric/Jodi Lynn Anderson
*Moxie/Jennifer Mathieu
*The Murderer’s Ape/Jakob Wegelius
*The Names They Gave Us/Emery Lord
*Neighborhood Girls/Jessie Ann Foley
*Odd & True/Cat Winters
*Overturned/Lamar Giles
*Piecing Me Together/Renee Watson
*Radio Silence/Alice Oseman
*Ramona Blue/Julie Murphy
*Refugee/Alan Gratz
*Release/Patrick Ness
*Saint Death/Marcus Sedgwick
*Saints and Misfits/S. K. Ali
*The Shadow Cipher/Laura Ruby
*Slider/Pete Hautman
*Soldier Boy/Keely Hutton
*Sparrow/Sarah Moon
*Speed of Life/Carol Weston
Strange the Dreamer/Laini Taylor
*The Takedown/Corrie Wang
*They Both Die at the End/Adam Silvera
Turtles All the Way Down/John Green
*An Uninterrupted View of the Sky/Melanie Crowder
*The Upside of Unrequited/Becky Albertalli
Warcross/Marie Lu
*We Are Okay/Nina LaCour
What Girls Are Made Of/Elana Arnold
*Halfway Normal/Barbara Dee
*When Dimple Met Rishi/Sandhya Menon
*The Wicker King/K. Ancrum
*Words in Deep Blue/Cath Crowley
Words on Bathroom Walls/Julia Walton
*You Bring the Distant Near/Mitali Perkins

International Literacy Asso. YA Choices
Reading List (Chosen by Teen Readers)
*Allegedly/Tiffany D. Jackson
Baseball Genius/Tim Green & Derek Jeter
Frogkisser/Garth Nix
*Halfway Normal/Barbara Dee
The Hate U Give/Angie Thomas
*How Dare the Sun Rise: Memoirs of a War Child/Sandra Uwiringiyimana with Abigail Pesta
*Juniper Lemon’s Happiness Index/Julie Israel
Long Way Down/Jason Reynolds
*Loving vs. Virginia
Lucky in Love/Kasie West
*Nemesis/Brendan Reichs
Once and for All/Sarah Dessen
One of Us Is Lying/Karen M. McManus
*The Other F-Word/Natasha Friend
*Piecing Me Together/Renée Watson
*Point Guard/Mike Lupica
*Reaper/Kyra Leigh

*Slider/Pete Hautman
*Spinning/Tillie Walden
*10 Things I Can See From Here/Carrie Mac
*Textrovert/Lindsey Summers (ordered)
*There’s Someone Inside Your House/Stephanie Perkins
*They Both Die at the End/Adam Silvera
*The Valiant/Lesley Livingston
Warcross/Marie Lu

All Books available at BLP unless noted otherwise.

*Available on Hoopla or Ohio Digital Library

**Inter-Library Loan (Adult Cards Only)
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